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Recent work in Greece has reminded us that in some situations, it is 

received wisdom that hotels should close for a number of months "when 

demand is low".  The question is, is closing always the best option? 

 

A hotel is essentially a fixed cost business - the reciprocal being that the marginal 

cost of a room night or a meal is very low. 

 

Let's just think about the variable costs: 

  Food 

  Beverage 

  Telephone Calls 

  Bathroom amenities 

  Linen laundry 

  Spa products 

 

That's it. So if you close a hotel for a day or for a week, you save next to nothing. 

 

If you close for around a month, you still save very little but you do get the chance 

to recuperate vacation entitlement and give yourself the opportunity to do some 

essential Front of House repairs and maintenance,  i.e. you manage the balance 

sheet but not the P&L. 

 

If you close for more than a month, you can choose to lay off some front line staff, 

perhaps you close one of the restaurants, or close down one of the floors.  But the 

semi-variable costs you "save" will be pretty minimal and in your closing down and 

reopening processes, you will incur incremental redundancy and training costs. 

 

Whether you close for a week, a month, or a quarter, you need to keep the elevator 

maintenance agreement in place, the freezers need to stay on as well as the air 

conditioning, management and the accountants stay, and the marketing team 

remains in post etc. So in my opinion I don't think there is much scope to save 

money with semi-variable expenses - there may be some savings, but they won't be 

huge! 
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Let's use an example: a hotel with €11.5m of revenues, €1.5m of EBITDA and a 

cost base of €10m. The variable costs might be: 

 

  Food Cost of Sales €0.7m 

  Beverage Cost of Sales €0.2m 

  MOD Cost of Sales €0.6m 

  Management Basic Fees €0.4m 

 

And let's say another €0.5 can be prised out of the other areas e.g. travel agent 

commissions. 

So the costs we can avoid by closing are just +/- €2.4m out of a cost base of €10m 

= 25%. 

 

The rest of the costs will continue to be incurred. 

 

If the hotel is closed for more than just a week or two, say for three months, there 

is some scope to save additional costs. But I suggest it is likely to be less than 25% 

of the other €8m, so maybe €2m. Because management stays on, real estate taxes 

need to be paid, insurance and energy needs to be consumed, sales and marketing 

continues, and the chef and his top team stay in place. 

 

All of these considerations leave me thinking that the costs of keeping a three-

month closed hotel ready to re-open are of the order of (€10.4m-€2.4m-€2m) = 

€6m per annum = €0.5m per month. And that's without the costs associated with 

closing (redundancy) and re-opening (hiring and training)! 

 

Personally I think this is a cost that a responsible owner would avoid like the 

plague.  So I do not understand why hotel owners and operators decide to close, 

even for short periods. Even the man in the street will recognise that it is extremely 

uncommon for hotels to close for a week, and even more unusual for hotels to close 

for three months.  

 

Do you agree? 

 

Author: Ian Graham, Worldwide 
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Partner in Hotel  
Management Services  Areas of Expertise 

Hotel Solutions Partnership Ltd. UK is a network of 35+ expert 
managers, supervisors and corporate financial advisors working 
around the world.  
  
The team of Hotel Solutions Partnership brings many years of 
combined experience in the international owned, leased, managed 
and franchise branded hotel sector, and all of us are experienced 
as independent managers.  This enables us to understand the 
client’s requirements quickly and deliver this customized project 
solution. The team is structured into three geographic groups 
addressing client’s needs in the different global regions. Additionally, 
we partner with a limited number of specialist firms to extend our 
reach into certain markets. 
  
As individuals and as a team, we have worked in 114 countries; from 
2003 the Hotel Solutions Partnership delivered assignments in each of 
Bali, Belgium, Ireland, Mongolia, Poland, South Korea, Spain and the 
UK. We are sensitive to cultural differences and diversity and this 
enriches our work.  
  
The headquarters of Hotel Solutions Partnership is located in London. 
The partner offices of HotelPartners are located in additional offices 
in Prague, Bratislava, and Vienna. 

About us HotelsConsult.com Ltd. Prague, the CEE Partner for the effective way 
of developing your business, we come with flexible solutions.  
  
From 2001, the HotelsConsult draws on a collection of 20+ skilled 
disciplines to help you maximize operations in your region.  Our 
partnership clarifies the full assistance in hotel matters what shall 
meet the client’s requirements on the field of planning, 
development, construction, innovation and strategic management 
in the Hospitality, Tourism and Leisure Sector. 
  
We help with all specific requirements within our branch for a short 
term or long period of time. The technical brand experts are 
capable of producing helpful activity aimed at realization of 
construction engineering, cost management, and hotel technology 
services.  
  
The HotelsConsult.com Company shares its business relations on the 
territory of Central-Eastern Europe with headquarters located in 
Prague, Czech Republic; we have additional offices in Bratislava-
Slovak Republic, and  in Vienna-Austria. 

(M.Neumann, ex  HSP Vice President 2011-2014) 
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Asset management 

Benchmarking performance 

Balanced investment strategy  

Basic design supervision 

CAPEX plan, pricing  

Cash-Flow Forecast / 1 property 

Cash-Flow Forecast / hotel portfolio 

Coaching strategy 

Competitive Cluster 

Construction cost engineering  

Control system and pricing policy strategy 

Development strategy 

Due diligence operational and finance 

Environmental site analysis  

E-Promotion and HTML creating  

Equity and debt scenarios for bank  

EU Grants / Structural Funds in Tourism  

Feasibility analysis of construction concept 

Feasibility analysis of the hotel profitability  

Feasibility of investment  

Fee structure analysis for investor 

Floor plan of hotel operational system 

Franchise relationship management  

GOP valuation / 1property 

GOP valuation / hotel portfolio 

GOP valuation for hotel franchisor 

Historical accounting data analysis 

Historical PMS data analysis 

Hospitality business intelligence 

 

 

Hotel contracts negotiation and valuation  

Hotel inspections  

Hotel management depth interviews 

Hotel standards and classification planning  

Hotel start-up  

Innovation management 

Investment consultancy 

Investment credit support / Business Plan 

Investment credit support / ROI 

Hotel Forecast, ROI Valuation 

Investment credit support / Construction 

Budget Appraisal 

Investment credit support / Project 

Concept introduction 

Management contract supervision 

Profitability analysis of Mergers & Acquis.  

Project supervision 

Real estate appraisal  

Risk and sensitivity analysis for investor 

Risk sensitivity analysis processing  

ROI valuation  

Short-term hotel management 

Site and environmental analysis  

Standard operating procedures  

Technical and financial supervising  

Technical, operational Due Diligence 

Tender management services  

Turn-key construction and FF&E pricing 

Turn-key construction pricing 
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Services in A-Z  

   www.hotelsconsult.com    

Táboritská 23/1000, Prague 3 

Czech Republic 

130 00 

E-mail:    info@hotelsconsult.com 

Office:    + 420 603 717 036 

Skype:    ehc.partners 

Areas of Expertise 
Partner in Hotel  
Management Services  

We partner in following areas  
of expertise: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

                  

At HotelsConsult.com, excellence in service providing is our principle goal; 
sharing of experience on best practice comes from the hotel management, 
from the business development of franchise corporations, from the project 
finance, and hotel pre-opening. 
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